The ground -based demonstration of EVA Retriever, a voice -supervised, intelligent, freeflying robot, is designed to evaluate the capability to retrieve objects (astronauts, equipment, and tools) which have accidentally separated from the Space Station. The major objective of the EVA Retriever Project is to design, develop, and evaluate an integrated robotic hardware and on -board software system which autonomously: (1)performs system activation and check -out, (2)searches for and acquires the target, (3)plans and executes a rendezvous while continuously tracking the target, (4)avoids stationary and moving obstacles, (5)reaches for and grapples the target, (6)returns to transfer the object, and (7)returns to base.
INTRODUCTION
Space Station advanced automation and robotics has been the subject of numerous symposia and papers. ' Appropriate roles for humans and machines in an evolving mix have been highlighted as a specific goal, with supervised intelligent system designs as ways to meet the needs of appropriate flexible-capability automation and robotics, thereby giving peopleamplifier-type productivity gains.
These roles are extremely important. New role definitions are enabled by symbolic processing and machine intelligence approaches to software, which also gives an ability to earn human trust while evolving in demonstrated reliable and capable operation.
The concept of supervised, intelligent, autonomous robotics provides for autonomous behavior of an intelligent type where human control is normally at a high level of goalsetting and involved in mixed initiative communication as a means of implementing decentralized, delegated management.
By contrast, telerobotics provides a partially automated remote extension of human task performance with occasional control delegation for specific parts of tasks given to the telerobot for efficiency reasons. Teleoperation and telepresence provide remote extension of human task performance with the human essentially always in the loop. This paper presents the need for extravehicular activity retrieval of objects and a potential solution in the form of a supervised, intelligent, free-flying space robot.
An overview of a 3-year, 3-phase ground demonstration project is given, as is a description of the Phase I robot.
Phase I results from an air-bearing floor demonstration are discussed, as are the eventual characteristics of the EVA Retriever.
Phase II software design is presented, including systems engineering studies of requirements, choice of control architecture, sensor-controlled motion based on real-time updating of a dynamic world model, and elements of the sensing, perception, reasoning and planning, action, and performance measurement.
Presented at SPIE Symposium on Advances in Intelligent Robotic Systems, Space Station Automation IV, Cambridge, MA, Nov. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 1988 .
THE NEED
Due to the extensive extravehicular activity (EVA) operations required by Space Station, there is a finite separation probability for astronauts, even when normally tethered, and for equipment and tools. A glove and camera have been separated and not retrieved in space operations previous to Space Shuttle, a tethered torque -wrench was accidentally separated on STS 51A, and other small item losses and near -misses have occurred.
The Space Station cannot chase separated crew or equipment even though crew safety is top priority. Other vehicles such as the Space Shuttle orbiter or orbital maneuvering vehicle will not usually be available. Many hours of real -time simulation of manned maneuvering unit (MMU) retrievals indicated short response time was critical and major risk to a second astronaut was involved, which was not acceptable. (See Fig. 1 ) Equipment may be too valuable to lose because it is required in operations and replacement is not available on the station. There is also collision potential on later orbits which, though small, has occurred previously. The Space Station Program is considering making this retrieval a requirement. This might be teleoperated, but the quicker response and greater productivity of a supervised, intelligent, autonomous robot was judged to be the best solution if it could be made available in practical terms. However, significant technology advances will be necessary before even this simple, crucial application can be practically addressed. These advances will only be gained by implementing autonomous robot simulations and testbeds so as to gain experience with the developing technology.
Several previous efforts have laid a foundation for óautonomous robot devglopment including Shakey', JASON 4, the RPI Rover", the JPL Rover 6, and the Stanford Cart , among others. These first -generation autonomous robots were used to explore basic issues in vision, planning, and control. However, they were all seriously hampered by primitive sensing and computing hardware. More recent efforts have overcome many of these limitations, and very sophisticated second generation autonomous robot testbeds have evolved9 Some of these efforts include the developments of HILARE °, the FMC autonomous Vehicle , the Autonomous Land Vehicle (ALV) , the various CMU mobile robots , and the SPIE Vol 1006 Space Station Automation IV (1988) / 21
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Other vehicles such as the Space Shuttle orbiter or orbital maneuvering vehicle will not usually be available.
Many hours of real-time simulation of manned maneuvering unit (MMU) retrievals indicated short response time was critical and major risk to a second astronaut was involved, which was not acceptable.
(See Fig. 1 ) Equipment may be too valuable to lose because it is required in operations and replacement is not available on the station. There is also collision potential on later orbits which, though small, has occurred previously. The Space Station Program is considering making this retrieval a requirement.
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POTENTIAL SOLUTION
A mobile (free-flying) space robot offers a potential solution. This might be teleoperated, but the quicker response and greater productivity of a supervised, intelligent, autonomous robot was judged to be the best solution if it could be made available in practical terms. However, significant technology advances will be necessary before even this simple, crucial application can be practically addressed. These advances will only be gained by implementing autonomous robot simulations and testbeds so as to gain experience with the developing technology.
Several previous efforts have laid a foundation for autonomous robot development including Shakey, JASON4 , the RPI Rover5 , the JPL Rover6 , and the Stanford Cart7 , among others. These first-generation autonomous robots were used to explore basic issues in vision, planning, and control. However, they were all seriously hampered by primitive sensing and computing hardware.
More recent efforts have overcome many of these limitations, and very sophisticated second generation autonomous robot testbeds have evolved. Some of these efforts include the developments of HILARE , the FMC Autonomous Vehicle9, the Autonomous Land Vehicle (ALV) , the various CMU mobile robots , and the Ground Surveillance Robot (GSR).11 A more general and complete discussion of autonomous vehicle history and technical issues has been given by Harmon. While operational versions don't exist, much advantage can be obtained from these efforts.
By comparison, the space retrieval task seems simpler in some respects. While automatic control, such as is available in automatic guided vehicles (AGV), remotely piloted vehicles (RPV), and missiles, is not adequate here due to the dynamic environment, the more general solutions to vision and planning in completely unknown environments are not required. There are few objects in space; these are cooperative, and largely knowable. In low earth orbit, Space is characterized by high thermal gradients, radiation levels, high vacuum, microgravity and reaction -force aspects, and constrained and delayed access to information, resources, and equipment. Supervision by voice is a natural, flexible means of providing the primary human-machine interface (supplemented with helmet displays) required. This requires limited natural language understanding integrated with the environment and task as well as functions like planning and reasoning. Complete intelligent autonomy of the R2D2 /C3P0 -type is not required nor achievable.
The potential evolution of such a robot to an EVA crew helper is obvious. Routine inspections, fetching tools, holding objects, could all improve EVA safety and productivity.
GROUND DEMONSTRATIONS
A reasonable place to start is a phased set of ground -based simulations and physical demonstrations and evaluations. A Space Shuttle flight experiment would be a needed and plausible following step, preceding any space operations -related efforts.
Goals for each phase of a three phase project were established13 in support of the overall goal of building and evaluating the capability to retrieve objects (astronauts, equipment, and tools) which have accidentally separated from their spacecraft. The Phase I goals were to design, build, and test a retriever system testbed by demonstrating supervised retrieval of a fixed target. Phase II goals are to initiate simulations and to enhance the testbed subsystems with significant intelligent capability by demonstrating target retrieval with avoiding of fixed obstacles. Phase III goals are to more fully achieve supervised, intelligent, autonomous behavior by demonstrating retrieval of a moving target while avoiding moving obstacles. While artificial neural nets offer a potential capability, a distributed hardware and software approach was adopted, with continuing research in neural nets.
PHASE I DESCRIPTION
The integrated testbed free -flyer ( 
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A more general and complete discussion of autonomous vehicle history and technical issues has been given by Harmon. While operational versions don't exist, much advantage can be obtained from these efforts.
By comparison, the space retrieval task seems simpler in some respects.
While automatic control, such as is available in automatic guided vehicles (AGV), remotely piloted vehicles (RPV), and missiles, is not adequate here due to the dynamic environment, the more general solutions to vision and planning in completely unknown environments are not required. There are few objects in space; these are cooperative, and largely knowable.
In low earth orbit, Space is characterized by high thermal gradients, radiation levels, high vacuum, microgravity and reaction-force aspects, and constrained and delayed access to information, resources, and equipment.
Supervision by voice is a natural, flexible means of providing the primary human-machine interface (supplemented with helmet displays) required. This requires limited natural language understanding integrated with the environment and task as well as functions like planning and reasoning.
Complete intelligent autonomy of the R2D2/C3PO-type is not required nor achievable.
GROUND DEMONSTRATIONS
A reasonable place to start is a phased set of ground-based simulations and physical demonstrations and evaluations.
A Space Shuttle flight experiment would be a needed and plausible following step, preceding any space operations-related efforts.
Goals for each phase of a three phase project were established in support of the overall goal of building and evaluating the capability to retrieve objects (astronauts, equipment, and tools) which have accidentally separated from their spacecraft.
The Phase I goals were to design, build, and test a retriever system testbed by demonstrating supervised retrieval of a fixed target.
Phase II goals are to initiate simulations and to enhance the testbed subsystems with significant intelligent capability by demonstrating target retrieval with avoiding of fixed obstacles. Phase III goals are to more fully achieve supervised, intelligent, autonomous behavior by demonstrating retrieval of a moving target while avoiding moving obstacles. While artificial neural nets offer a potential capability, a distributed hardware and software approach was adopted, with continuing research in neural nets.
PHASE I DESCRIPTION
The integrated testbed free-flyer (Fig. 2 ) was built from a modified qualification test unit of the manned maneuvering unit (MMU) for mobility, Remote Technology Corporation dual 6-degree-of-freedom manipulators, a 3-fingered hand developed by the JSC Crew and Thermal Systems Division (CTSD), Inmos transputer 10-MIP processors, a Votan speech recognition and voice synthesis system, a 3-D laser imager from Odetics, a video camera and tracker processor by McDonnell Douglas, a robot body built at JSC, an arm and hand open-loop electronic control system, and software built by two JSC divisions.
The vision sensors have 60 by 60 degree fields of view. The MMU-robot interface was electronically isolated.
Phase I consisted primarily of an integration of the hardware and software into a functional system and subsequent demonstration of certain features of the intended behavior in simple form on the JSC Precision Air Bearing Floor (PABF), namely, supervised retrieval of a fixed target. The EVA Retriever provides pre-recorded voice responses based on its sensory data and status. The response options to the voice commands are: (1) activating, and ready to search, (2)searching for target, target not found, tracking target, and ready to rendezvous, (3)rendezvous, or rendezvous failure, (4)closing hand, (5)wait acknowledged, and waiting, (6)manual mode, and (7)fail-safing in progress, and shutdown complete. A standard personal computer provides command, data, and video displays for backup /additional control and status monitoring.
Onboard software includes: (1)supervisory activation and monitoring, (2)simple predefined plans for rendezvous, station keeping, and grappling, (3)plan sequencing and execution with sensory feedback in a benign, initially unknown environment, (4)sequential robotic movements of the MMU, arms, and hands, (5)supervisory interruption, direct control, and resumption of autonomous sequences, and (6)sensor fusion for rendezvous tasks.
RESULTS OF PHASE I
In addition to successfully integrating the hardware and software (Fig. 3) , as verified by collecting a number of test point -data sets, two retrieval scenarios were successfully demonstrated on the PABF. The first scenario was for the EVA Retriever to search for and retrieve a tool and return to the home base. Tasks of this scenario included: activation, search for the tool, rendezvous with the tool, reach for the tool, grapple the tool, search for home base, and rendezvous with the home base. In the second scenario, the EVA Retriever initially was directed to search for an astronaut, then was redirected to search for and retrieve the tool and return to home base. 
t-' Support stand
Primary communication and control of the EVA Retriever is performed by voice commands. The testbed voice commands are: (l)activate and quick activate, (2)search (parameter: astronaut, tool, home, generic), (3)rendezvous, (4)reach, (S)grapple, (6)wait, (7)manual, and (S)shutdown.
The EVA Retriever provides pre-recorded voice responses based on its sensory data and status. The response options to the voice commands are: (l)activating, and ready to search, (2)searching for target, target not found, tracking target, and ready to rendezvous, (S)rendezvous, or rendezvous failure, (4)closing hand, (5)wait acknowledged, and waiting, (6)manual mode, and (T)fail-safing in progress, and shutdown complete.
A standard personal computer provides command, data, and video displays for backup/additional control and status monitoring.
Onboard software includes: (l)supervisory activation and monitoring, (2)simple predefined plans for rendezvous, station keeping, and grappling, (3)plan sequencing and execution with sensory feedback in a benign, initially unknown environment, (4)sequential robotic movements of the MMU, arms, and hands, (S)supervisory interruption, direct control, and resumption of autonomous sequences, and (6)sensor fusion for rendezvous tasks.
RESULTS OF PHASE I
In addition to successfully integrating the hardware and software (Fig. 3) , as verified by collecting a number of test point-data sets, two retrieval scenarios were successfully demonstrated 14 on the PABF. The first scenario was for the EVA Retriever to search for and retrieve a tool and return to the home base.
Tasks of this scenario included: activation, search for the tool, rendezvous with the tool, reach for the tool, grapple the tool, search for home base, and rendezvous with the home base. In the second scenario, the EVA Retriever initially was directed to search for an astronaut, then was redirected to search for and retrieve the tool and return to home base. 
CHARACTERISTICS
The free -flying space robot would operate near a spacecraft such as the Space Station in a primarily voice -supervised, autonomous mode for mobility and manipulation. It is intended to be an evolutionary system improving in capability over time and as it earns crew trust through reliable operation. It will operate in a dynamic, much less well-structured environment than current industrial robots. Most planned actions cannot be tested except at execution. There is little repetition in its actions in the short term. Its sensing and perception provides real -time updates to a dynamic "world" model which is the basis of plans and actions. Bayesian evidential reasoning with uncertainty is intended for robustness.
Knowledge by the EVA Retriever of its own past experience is intended through an episodic memory and retrospective processes such as summarization. Self-awareness is provided through sensing of internal states such as manipulator joints and health from fault detection and diagnosis with impact on planning. An intelligent human -machine interface with speech recognition, limited natural language understanding based on "state-change semantics" and voice synthesis is intended. Its basic world knowledge will be defined by the EVA Retrievers's vocabulary. EVA Retriever and crew will often cooperate in the same work envelopes. Safety, reliability, robustness, and maintainability in space are key attributes. Software safety and safety software are intended.
PHASE II SOFTWARE DESIGN
The ultimate goal, not easily or soon to be achieved, is to develop space robots with the real -time ability to visually sense, understand, and interact with 3 -D dynamic environments in a supervised, intelligent manner to accomplish useful work safely and reliably.
The design of any robot, even intelligent, requires one to begin by defining its tasks very specifically.
In order to design the intelligent software for Phase II, a number of systems engineering studies were conducted. Level A requirementp for a projected Space Station version were developed in a conceptual design study» Level Figure 3a . EVA Retriever, Phase I. Figure 3b . Phase I command console.
CHARACTERISTICS
The free-flying space robot would operate near a spacecraft such as the Space Station in a primarily voice-supervised, autonomous mode for mobility and manipulation.
It is intended to be an evolutionary system improving in capability over time and as it earns crew trust through reliable operation.
It will operate in a dynamic, much less well-structured environment than current industrial robots. Most planned actions cannot be tested except at execution. There is little repetition in its actions in the short term.
Its sensing and perception provides real-time updates to a dynamic "world" model which is the basis of plans and actions. Bayesian evidential reasoning with uncertainty is intended for robustness. Knowledge by the EVA Retriever of its own past experience is intended through an episodic memory and retrospective processes such as summarization. Self-awareness is provided through sensing of internal states such as manipulator joints and health from fault detection and diagnosis with impact on planning. An intelligent human-machine interface with speech recognition, limited natural language understanding based on "state-change semantics" and voice synthesis is intended.
Its basic world knowledge will be defined by the EVA Retrievers's vocabulary. EVA Retriever and crew will often cooperate in the same work envelopes.
Safety, reliability, robustness, and maintainability in space are key attributes. Software safety and safety software are intended.
PHASE II SOFTWARE DESIGN
The ultimate goal, not easily or soon to be achieved, is to develop space robots with the real-time ability to visually sense, understand, and interact with 3-D dynamic environments in a supervised, intelligent manner to accomplish useful work safely and reliably.
In order to design the intelligent software for Phase II, a number of systems engineering studies were conducted. Level A requirements for a projected Space Station version were developed in a conceptual design study.
Level B software requirementpó were derived in greater _detail for this possible future Space Station application.
Space Station scenarios were also described to aid in definition of dynamic situations needing reactive planning, and which will also be useful in defining set of design reference missions. Phase II Level B software requirements were developedl°a s were Phase II PABF scenarios. Software will largely be written in the C language.
The choice of software architecture was based on experience with the Brooks layered subsumption architecture,19 reported experience with strict hierarchical and blackboard approaches, reported success o the DARPA ALV approach, and a desire to be compatible with the NASREM architecture, if possible. The EVA Retriever software architecture incorporates a hierarchical decomposition of the control system that is horizontally partitioned into six major functional subsystems: sensing, perception, world model, reasoning, acting, and performance measuring. (See fig. 4) The design results in a distributed, real -time, autonomous system that enables supervisory control; unites specialpurpose processors, parallel processors, and general -purpose computers; allows easy incorporation of concepts from artificial intelligence, operations research, and control theory; and allows evolutionary growth of intelligent behavior.
The concept is hybrid in nature; it performs computations at the lowest possible level; has horizontal flow of data between components at the same level; has hierarchical flow of command and status messages;
and incorporates special data paths between time critical components. The need for a distributed, real -time operating system supporting mixed conventional and symbolic processing has been identified. Vision is our most powerful sense. It provides the needed rich descriptions of our environment which enables us to interact intelligently with our surroundings. Vision is also our most complicated sense. Machine vision has been attempted since computers were first available. While many machine vision attempts have ended in failure, significant progress has been made recently and some machine vision systems exist that are a success. But no general purpose or universal machine vision capability exists. The successes have been for a particular task in a controlled environment. The enormous volume of data and complex computations are practical considerations related to speed and cost. requirements were derived in greater detail for this possible future Space Station application.
Space Station scenarios were also described to aid in definition of dynamic situations needing reactive planning, and which will also be useful in defining a set of design reference missions.
Phase II Level B software requirements were developed as were Phase II PABF scenarios. Software will largely be written in the C language.
The choice of software architecture was based on experience with the Brooks layered subsumption architecture, reported experience with strict hierarchical and blackboard approaches, reported success of the DARPA ALV approach, and a desire to be compatible with the NASREM architecture, if possible. The EVA Retriever software architecture incorporates a hierarchical decomposition of the control system that is horizontally partitioned into six major functional subsystems: sensing, perception, world model, reasoning, acting, and performance measuring. (See fig. 4) The design results in a distributed, real-time, autonomous system that enables supervisory control; unites specialpurpose processors, parallel processors, and general-purpose computers; allows easy incorporation of concepts from artificial intelligence, operations research, and control theory; and allows evolutionary growth of intelligent behavior.
The concept is hybrid in nature; it performs computations at the lowest possible level; has horizontal flow of data between components at the same level; has hierarchical flow of command and status messages; and incorporates special data paths between time critical components. The need for a distributed, real-time operating system supporting mixed conventional and symbolic processing has been identified. Vision is our most powerful sense. It provides the needed rich descriptions of our environment which enables us to interact intelligently with our surroundings. Vision is also our most complicated sense.
Machine vision has been attempted since computers were first available. While many machine vision attempts have ended in failure, significant progress has been made recently and some machine vision systems exist that are a success. But no general purpose or universal machine vision capability exists.
The successes have been for a particular task in a controlled environment.
The enormous volume of data and complex computations are practical considerations related to speed and cost.
The rationale for the selected multisensor imaging approach to vision sensing and visual perception is based on the assessments that video intensity images and range images are basically complementary in information content, that they give enhanced segmentation of an image over either source alone, and that the combination is much more robust.
Improvements in Phase II software in the sensing functions are: processing of range images to provide usable sketches, multisensor fusion to provide a sensor controlled robot, and expanded vocabulary recognition for supervisory override of most operations. Perception software improvements in Phase II are: visual perception for multiple obstacle avoidance and grasp of different targets, information on arbitrary location and orientation of targets, self-awareness (proprioceptive perception) from fault detection and diagnosis of a portion of the MMU, and improved robot location from gyro, accelerometer, and vision.
The world model is introduced in Phase II software. This provides the internal representation of memory, current state, and prediction of external environment, robotic location, and internal status, as well as memory of a priori knowledge not otherwise defined by the EVA Retriever's vocabulary.
Various functions representing reasoning are introduced for the first time in Phase II software.
Planning and replanning is based on: (1)simple reasoning about multiple conflicting goals whose priority is context dependent, (2)sensor -based knowledge of the environment, and (3) with supervisory aspects; and an effort in machine qualitative reasoning.
CONCLUSIONS
A real need for retrieval of crew and objects in space near their prime spacecraft has been identified. The evaluation of the practical realization of a potential solution has been initiated in the form of a voice -supervised, intelligently autonomous robot. Successful demonstration of the first phase has been completed. Design of the second phase software is largely complete at the time of writing this paper. Significant advances in intelligent software are planned to be evaluated in Phases II and III. Assessment of practicality will rest on experimental evidence when these are completed. The rationale for the selected multisensor imaging approach to vision sensing and visual perception is based on the assessments that video intensity images and range images are basically complementary in information content, that they give enhanced segmentation of an image over either source alone, and that the combination is much more robust.
The world model is introduced in Phase II software.
This provides the internal representation of memory, current state, and prediction of external environment, robotic location, and internal status, as well as memory of a priori knowledge not otherwise defined by the EVA Retriever's vocabulary.
Planning and replanning is based on: (l)simple reasoning about multiple conflicting goals whose priority is context dependent, (2)sensor-based knowledge of the environment, and (S)constraints such as flight rules or resource availability. Path planning to targets while avoiding obstacles is based on visual perception updating of the dynamic world model and reasoning about potential degraded capability. Grapple/grasp planning is based on visual perception updating for coordinated MMU, arm, and hand motions. Reasoning about data quality is provided. A mission control and assessment module provides decision making capability.
Research for other purposes in several related areas is being coordinated to possibly contribute to EVA Retriever Phase III. Notable here are: an effort on an autonomous agent with some emphasis in natural language understanding, general world knowledge, and autobiographical (episodic) memory for events experienced; two related efforts in automated reactive planning ' 3 with supervisory aspects; and an effort in machine qualitative reasoning.24 9 . CONCLUSIONS A real need for retrieval of crew and objects in space near their prime spacecraft has been identified. The evaluation of the practical realization of a potential solution has been initiated in the form of a voice-supervised, intelligently autonomous robot. Successful demonstration of the first phase has been completed. Design of the second phase software is largely complete at the time of writing this paper. Significant advances in intelligent software are planned to be evaluated in Phases II and III. Assessment of practicality will rest on experimental evidence when these are completed.
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